Celebrating the
		Great Outdoors
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bespoke

Luxury Tents
TENTICKLE Stretch Tents have developed a brand-new and
ingenious tenting solution that is designed specifically
towards the luxury camping market. The result is a revolutionary fusion of technology and style. A bespoke product
combining the leading edge TENTICKLE Tentflex fabric with
a fully enclosed PVC floor and customisable side walls in a
combination of rip stop canvas, rubber coated mosquito
netting and clear PVC.

The durable stretch tent roof is 100% waterproof,
UV-resistant and optionally fire retardant. Their aerodynamic designs withstands wind speed up to 115 km/h.
The Teflon coated Tentflex fabric has become very popular
for semi permanent installations due to its long term
waterproofing capability even in the harshest weather.
Especially for tropical climates and high humidity zones, all
fabrics are impregnated with an anti fungal treatment. Only
superior quality velcro and zippers are used to guarantee a
100% bug-free environment.
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redefining

Luxury Camping

Moving inside, it’s all about continuity. The unique clickframe system ensures that repeat installations won’t
damage the integrity of the poles. No electric tools are
required for the setup. The frame is available in a
combination of high grade steel and aluminium or marine
stainless steel for extremely windy areas and locations
close to the ocean.
The structure is engineered for exceptional stability. The
modular design means that most repairs can be carried
out on site without taking the entire structure down,
therefore causing minimal disruption to your operation.
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Climate Control
For extremely hot and sunny countries, TENTICKLE
have developed a double roofing system by adding 90%
heavy-duty shade cloth about 80cm above the Tentflex
roof. This keeps the tent cool during the day and extends
the lifetime of the tent by a minimum of two years.
The shade cloth is re-inforced with a central panel of
Tentflex fabric to insure durability and to get that stylish
stretch tent flow.
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The Glamper
»
»
»
»
»

75 m² waterproof roofing
14 m² fully enclosed living environment
Inside frame height: 2.5 m
shaded & waterproof veranda
shaded & waterproof outdoor
bathroom space
» Setup time: 3.5 - 4 hours with 4
experienced riggers
» Frame available in high grade aluminium &
steel combination or marine stainless steel
» roof available in TENTICKLE Tentflex non FR
or Tentflex FR (fire retardant)

10m

7.5m

The most economic luxury tent of our range represents
the essence of glamping - a generous fully enclosed
bedroom for a double bed or two single beds and ample
shaded space in the front for a veranda and in the back
for an outdoor bathroom.
The Glamper is ideal for hot regions. Its double roofing,
combining a ripstop canvas roof with Tentickle’s Tentflex,
is creating an insulating climate chamber.
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Eco Explorer
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

90 m² waterproof roofing
30 m² fully enclosed living environment
133m² optional double roofing
Spacious bedroom with large windows
Ensuite bathroom
Inside pole height: 3.5m
15 m² shaded & waterproof veranda
Setup time: 3.5 - 4 hours with 6
experienced riggers
» Frame available in high grade aluminium &
steel combination or marine stainless steel
» roof available in TENTICKLE Tentflex non FR
or Tentflex FR (fire retardant)

14m

The Eco Explorer offers ideal accommodation for a
couple or a small family. The bedroom strikes with scenic
views through large windows and offers ample space for
a double bed, a wardrobe, an extra bed or a small lounge
area.
With no component longer than 2.5m, the Eco
Explorer is very compact and fits onto the back of most
utility vehicles. It can be setup wherever a 4 × 4 can go
to offer your guests exlusive accommodation in places
where no one has ventured before.
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12m
133m2
90m2

7.5m

9.5m
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Explorer Plus
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

117 m² waterproof roofing
44 m² fully enclosed living environment
165m² optional double roofing
Spacious bedroom with large windows
Ensuite bathroom
Inside pole height: 3.8m
21 m² shaded & waterproof veranda
Setup time: 3.5 - 4 hours with 6
experienced riggers
» Frame available in high grade aluminium &
steel combination or marine stainless steel
» roof available in TENTICKLE Tentflex non FR
or Tentflex FR (fire retardant)

15m
13m
165m2
117m2

The Explorer Plus is 15 square metres bigger than the
Eco Explorer with ample space for two extra beds or a
spacious lounge area with tea station and dresser ... or
maybe a bathtub overlooking the wilderness?

9m

11m
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The Explorer Suite features two separate rooms creating generous
space for family accommodation, a production office, a reception area
with back office or a luxurious, 100% bug free wellness & spa lounge.
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Explorer Suite
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

166 m² waterproof roofing
64.5 m² fully enclosed living environment
223 m² optional double roofing
Two spacious bedrooms with large windows
Ensuite bathroom
Inside pole height: 3.8m
21 m² shaded & waterproof veranda
Setup time: 5 - 6 hours with 6
experienced riggers
» Frame available in high grade aluminium &
steel combination or marine stainless steel
» roof available in TENTICKLE Tentflex non FR
or Tentflex FR (fire retardant)

18.6m

18.6m
16.6m

16.6m

10m

10m
BEDROOM +
LIVING ROOM
LAYOUT

12m

OPEN PLAN
LAYOUT

12m
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Luxury Explorer
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

157.5 m² waterproof roofing
52 m² fully enclosed living environment
212.5 m² optional double roofing
Spacious bedroom with large windows
Ensuite bathroom
Inside pole height: 3.8m
40 m² shaded & waterproof veranda
Setup time: 4.5 - 5 hours with 6
experienced riggers
» Frame available in high grade aluminium &
steel combination or marine stainless steel
» roof available in TENTICKLE Tentflex non FR
or Tentflex FR (fire retardant)

17m
15m

10.5m

12.5m

157.5m2
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The Luxury Explorer with its landscape layout and large
windows across the entire 10.2 metre front is perfectly
suited for venues set against a mountain or by the lakeor seaside. The generous inside space allows for limitless
customisable configurations.
Create a luxurious junior suite with bedroom, en-suite
bathroom and separate lounge or a family suite with
interconnecting bedrooms. Set up a production office or
reception area or transform the Luxury Glamper into a
Boutique restaurant with sheltered inside and
outside dining areas.
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360° Explorer
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

127 m² waterproof roofing
65 m² fully enclosed living environment
171 m² optional double roofing
Spacious bedroom with large windows
Ensuite bathroom
Inside pole height: 3.8m
All around shaded & waterproof veranda
Setup time: 4 - 5 hours with 6
experienced riggers
» Frame available in high grade aluminium &
steel combination or marine stainless steel
» roof available in TENTICKLE Tentflex non FR
or Tentflex FR (fire retardant)

16m
14m

The 360° Explorer sets the standard for true luxury
camping. It is defined by its unique hexagonal footprint
which allows for 360° uninterrupted panoramic views.
Create an inspiring, luxurious setting in the great
outdoors.
Whether an executive suite, a dining room, a reception
lounge or ceremony venue for weddings, conferences and
exhibitions, a yoga and meditation shala or an extravagant lounge. The 360° Panorama Explorer offers
limitless configurations.
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Desert Fox
»
»
»
»
»
»

223 m² waterproof roofing
106 m² fully enclosed living environment
289 m² optional double roofing
Inside pole height: 5m
All around shaded & waterproof veranda
Setup time: 8 hours with 6
experienced riggers
» Frame available in high grade aluminium &
steel combination or marine stainless steel
» roof available in TENTICKLE Tentflex non FR
or Tentflex FR (fire retardant)

20.6m
18.6m

The Desert Fox with its 106 m² fully enclosed,
open-plan design creates an ideal space for ceremonies,
conferences and dining experiences, comfortably
accommodating up to 50 people seated plus bar
and service station.

12m

14m

Its aerodynamic setup is specifically designed to
withstand strong winds and harsh weather in challanging,
remote locations. Similar to the 360° Explorer, the Desert
Fox impresses with allround panoramic views.
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Desert Fox XL
»
»
»
»
»
»

271 m² waterproof roofing
145 m² fully enclosed living environment
345 m² optional double roofing
Inside pole height: 4.3m
All around shaded & waterproof veranda
Setup time: 10 hours with 6
experienced riggers
» Frame available in high grade aluminium & steel
combination or marine stainless steel
» roof available in TENTICKLE Tentflex non FR or Tentflex
FR (fire retardant)

24.6m
22.6m

271m2

12m

14m
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Stargazer
hexagon
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

16 m² bug free living environment
Inside frame height: 2 m
Setup time: 45 minutes with 2 riggers
Optional side walls
Optional waterproof canvas cover
Frame available in high grade aluminium &
steel combination or marine stainless steel

5m
2.5m
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Stargazer
cube
» 6.25 m² bug free living environment
» Inside frame height: 2 m
» Setup time: 30 minutes with 2 riggers
» Optional side walls
» Optional waterproof canvas cover
» Frame available in high grade aluminium &
»steel combination or marine stainless steel

2.5m

2.5m
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Bathroom Extension
Explorer plus & suite
»
»
»
»

3 m² fully enclosed bathroom space
Setup time: max. 1 hour with 2 riggers
For toilet and/or shower extension
Frame available in high grade aluminium &
steel combination or marine stainless steel

2.5m
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Utility tent
3 x 3m
»
»
»
»
»
»

36 m² waterproof roofing
9 m² fully enclosed living environment
56m² optional double roofing
Inside pole height: 3 m
Setup time: 2 hours with 3 riggers
Frame available in high grade aluminium &
steel combination or marine stainless steel
» roof available in TENTICKLE Tentflex non FR
or Tentflex FR (fire retardant)

Utility tent
4 x 4m
»
»
»
»
»
»

49 m² waterproof roofing
16 m² fully enclosed living environment
72m² optional double roofing
Inside pole height: 3 m
Setup time: 2 hours with 3 riggers
Frame available in high grade aluminium &
steel combination or marine stainless steel
» roof available in TENTICKLE Tentflex non FR
or Tentflex FR (fire retardant)
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Extreme
Environments
Salt pan or savannah, soda lake or sand bank experience the great outdoors with leading edge
shelter offering limitless configurations in any terrain.
When undertaking extreme adventures and exploring off
grid, the need for dependable survival gear is paramount.
Sun, wind or rain - our tents are weatherproof, UV resistant and fire retardant. Minimal invasive installation and
TENTICKLE’s ‘leave no footprint’ ethos allow you to create an event venue or base camp in the most remote and
spectacular places.
Packed up, our tents fit easily in a 4x4, a Cessna
Caravan or a traditional Dhow sailboat to be setup wherever you dare to go.

UV RESISTANT
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100% WATERPROOF

CUSTOM MADE
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Our Company
In only 15 years TENTICKLE has become the
leading innovator and global pioneer in the
tenting industry. Extensive investment in
research and development and training of
our expert team culminated in our industry
changing bespoke luxury tent solutions.

WE DELIVER WORLDWIDE

GLOBAL RIGGING & SUPPORT

Our well established network of global
distributors provides shipment and delivery
of our tents to customers in most regions
across the world.

Years of experience in developing and
erecting our stretch tent structures around
the world have enabled us to develop a
seamless, efficient and hassle free rigging
process.

With experienced agents across the world,
collectively speaking over 20 languages, we
minimise communication challenges and
maximise service.

The experienced team at our South African
manufacturing facilities has built up years of
expertise regarding import and export
legislation of many countries worldwide,
ensuring that shipping logistics run
smoothly.

With roots firmly established in your local
area, we have an extensive knowledge of
local weather conditions and their impact on
your business as a camp operator whether you operate a safari lodge in Africa,
or a luxury eco camp in Europe, Latin
America or Australasia.

We ensure correct handling and packaging
for air- or seafreight and overcome most
transport related infrastructure challenges
for you to receive your tent timely and in
pristine condition.

While camp operators will find our tents
relatively easy and quick to set up, our
network of agents and experienced rigging
teams is always ready to support and advise,
either with the initial camp setup or with
the training of your own crew.
We strive to not only market our extraordinary tents but also to build lasting working
relationships with our customers.
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